Modeling the impact of spatial inequities in access to medications for treatment of opioid use disorder among persons who inject drugs
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ABSTRACT

Background: Access to treatment and medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD), such as methadone, is essential for improving health outcomes by reducing infection and overdose risks associated with injection drug use. MOUD resource distribution, however, is often a complex interplay of social and structural factors that result in nuanced patterns reflecting underlying social and spatial inequities. Persons who inject drugs (PWID) that receive MOUD treatment experience a reduction in the number of daily drug injections and a reduction in the number of syringe sharing episodes with other individuals. We assessed the impact on reduction in syringe sharing behaviors among PWID who are adherent to methadone treatment via simulation studies.

Methods: Actual (real-world) and counterfactual scenarios of varying levels of social and spatial inequity to providers of methadone were evaluated using HepCEP, a validated agent-based model of syringe sharing behaviors among people who inject drugs (PWID) in metropolitan Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. Synthetic spatial distributions reflecting disparate geographic patterns of methadone provider location and population characteristics are evaluated to show how population-level health outcomes vary accordingly.

Results: For all methadone access assumptions and provider location distributions, redistributing methadone providers results in some areas with poor access to MOUDs. All scenarios exhibited some areas with poor access, highlighting the scarcity of providers in the region as a major challenge. Need-based distributions are more like the actual provider distribution, indicating that the actual spatial distribution of methadone providers already reflects the local need for MOUD resources.

Conclusions: The impact of the spatial distribution of methadone providers on syringe sharing frequency is dependent on access. When there are significant structural barriers to accessing methadone providers, distributing providers near areas that have the greatest need (as defined by density of PWID) is optimal.
INTRODUCTION

Access to treatment and medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD) is essential for improving health outcomes by reducing risks for HIV and HCV infection and overdose associated with injection drug use [1–3]. In addition to individual competing priorities (e.g., unstable housing, childcare), barriers to access to MOUD among PWID may include structural factors (e.g., drug use-related stigma [4], transportation, and long travel distances). In Illinois, buprenorphine providers are more widely available; however, this is not the case with methadone, which some studies have shown has racial/ethnic disparities. Historical, socioeconomic, racial, and other structural factors influence both availability and perception of MOUDs [5]. Furthermore, distinct differences in MOUD pharmacology, delivery, and patient preference exist. As a golden standard to address inequities, MOUDs should be available in all communities to facilitate treatment individualization and support retention [6] though methadone persistently tends to have the worst geographic access despite high success rates in preventing overdose [7]. As such, understanding access to methadone, health services, and other harm reduction services (e.g., naloxone, syringe service programs) is critical to defining risk environment landscapes that affect fatal and nonfatal overdoses and HIV and HCV infections related to injection drug use.

Effective prevention and treatment strategies exist for OUD but are highly underutilized across the United States. Indeed, only a small fraction (11%) who need medication for opioid use disorder (MOUD) received it in 2020 [8]. Methadone, a synthetic opioid agonist that eliminates withdrawal symptoms and relieves drug cravings by acting on opioid receptors in the brain, is the medication with the longest history of use for OUD treatment, having been used since 1947. A large number of studies support methadone's effectiveness at reducing opioid use [9]. While expedient access to methadone maintenance treatment is critical to preventing overdose death [7], at this time its provisioning is restricted to licensed opioid treatment provider locations. While buprenorphine access has increased across the US due in part to fewer restrictions, people with SUD deserve options for
treatment and many patients prefer methadone even with the barriers to geographic location: a factor that motivates the current analysis [10].

Our study examines the effects of methadone provider distribution in Chicago and the surrounding suburbs within Illinois, U.S.A. on IDU risk mitigation (i.e., reduction in syringe sharing) among PWID, which is often a function of the complex interplay of historical, sociological, and structural factors, resulting in nuanced patterns that reflect underlying social and spatial inequities. Research on access to primary health services often cite a preference for a less than 30-minute travel time for individuals seeking care [11,12], though in a survey of Opioid Treatment Programs in 2010, almost 60% of outpatients had to travel over an hour for services (HHS 2010). Two decades later, more than a third of continental U.S. zip codes are more than an hour away from treatment, and access to methadone providers remains worse than other MOUD types (ex. buprenorphine and naltrexone) [13]. Providing transportation services has been shown to improve treatment retention for methadone maintenance programs and outpatient drug-free programs [14]. Minoritized racial/ethnic status has been associated with admission delays for outpatient methadone treatment [6] and reduced likelihood of being offered pharmacologic support for recovery [15] – though once engaged in treatment, have similar retention rates to the majority of clients [16]. At the same time, minority groups may prefer accessing treatment services within primary care settings versus specialty mental health clinics [17]. While geographic access is crucial, access is a multidimensional concept that can be deconstructed into the components of availability, accommodation, affordability, and acceptability [18]. For persons with OUD, access is especially complex because of the interplay of MOUD resource scarcity and drug use stigma, as patients experiencing stigma at MOUD providers are less likely to return [19].

Measuring spatial access to public resources must consider the frequency of resource utilization and the mode of transit to the resource [20]. Travel hardships, including extended distances, longer
travel, and interstate commute, have been considered as the most common accessibility barriers for people who seek care from distant providers, especially for persons in rural areas where public transportation is limited [21–23]. Most existing studies focus on actual distance to MOUD locations and very few have studied what is the ideal distance (or travel time) preferences to ensure accessibility. The effect of travel hardships on accessibility is most critical for methadone considering the need for daily dosing. Increased distance to treatment can impede daily attendance as shown in a recent study of patients receiving MOUD treatment that found that patients residing 10 miles from the treatment facility were more likely to miss doses compared to those who lived within 5 miles [24]. Furthermore, the frequency of scheduled treatment appointments versus received treatment can differ. For example, in related work that focuses on access to HIV care, there was a trend towards making appointments, but actual medication adherence was not impacted [25], nor was living in an area with high rates of crime. Conventional interventional trials test whether modification of spatial factors is needed, but often difficult and costly to implement.

There is a need for more rapid approaches to assessing and translating spatial epidemiologic findings to practical real-world interventions. In this paper, we examine the impact of methadone provider distribution on syringe sharing among PWID from Chicago and the surrounding suburbs using a validated agent-based model (ABM) (Hepatitis C Elimination in Persons Who Inject Drugs or HepCEP) [2]. Our modeling approach accounts for uncertainties in how individuals perceive access to methadone providers and how that perception affects their decisions to initiate and adhere to MOUD treatment. As such, we employ a robust decision making perspective [26] to capture the effects of different methadone provider distribution approaches across these uncertainties.
METHODS

HepCEP Model

Our current study extends previous work on simulating the PWID population in Chicago and the surrounding suburbs, Illinois, USA, including drug use and syringe sharing behaviors, and associated infection dynamics [22,24]. The demographic, behavioral and social characteristics of the PWID population is generated using data from five empirical datasets on metropolitan Chicago (urban and suburban) area PWID that is previously described [27]. In brief, this includes data from a large syringe service program (SSP) enrollees (n=6,000, 2006-13) [28], the IDU data collection cycles of the National HIV Behavioral Surveillance (NHBS) survey from 2009 (n=545) [29] and 2012 (n=209) [30], and a social network and geography study of young (ages 18-30) PWID (n=164) [31]. Data analyses from these sources is used to generate attributes for each of the estimated 32,000 PWID in the synthetic population for metropolitan Chicago [32] in the model and includes: age, age of initiation into injection drug use, gender, race/ethnicity, zip code of residence, HCV infection status, drug sharing network degree, parameters for daily injection and syringe sharing rates, and harm reduction/syringe service program (SSP) enrollment [27]. PWID agents may leave the population due to age-dependent death or drug use cessation and are replaced with new PWID sampled from the input data set to maintain a nearly constant population size of 32,000 for the entire course of the simulation.

Syringe sharing among PWID is modeled in HepCEP via dynamic syringe sharing networks. Network formation is determined by the probability of two PWID encountering each other in their neighborhood of residence and within the outdoor drug market areas in Chicago that attracts both urban and non-urban PWID for drug purchasing and utilization of SSPs that are also located in the same areas [33]. The methods used to calculate network encounter rates, establishment processes, and removal of networks have been described previously [27]. Each modeled individual has an estimated number of in-network PWID partners who give syringes to the individual and out-network PWID.
partners who receive syringes from the individual. The network edge direction determines the flow of contaminated syringes between individuals, and thus the direction of disease transmission. The network evolves, and during the course of simulation some connections (ties) may be lost, while new ties form, resulting in an approximately constant network size.

MOUD treatment enrollment is modeled in two steps. First, there is an unbiased awareness of MOUD resources by PWID, capturing the knowledge that agents possess about the existence of a methadone provider. The annual target awareness rate, defined as the total annual awareness as a fraction of the total population, is a model parameter with a constant value of 90%. Thus, over the course of a year, 90% of the PWID population will be made aware of MOUD treatment and, subsequently decide whether to engage in MOUD treatment. The total PWID target MOUD treatment awareness for a single day is determined by the daily mean treatment awareness, which is the total PWID population multiplied by the annual treatment awareness parameter / 365. The daily awareness target is sampled from a Poisson distribution using the daily mean treatment awareness.

PWID that receive MOUD treatment experience a reduction in the number of daily drug injections, which is determined by multiplying the PWID’s baseline pre-MOUD daily drug injection frequency by a reduction multiplier sampled from a uniform distribution from 0 to 0.25 [34]. Thus, the mean reduction in daily injection frequency is 87% when on MOUD treatment compared to when not on MOUD. Reduction in daily injection frequency reduces the number of syringe sharing episodes with other infected individuals.

**Reasonable Geographic Access Assumptions**

The decision to initiate MOUD treatment is entirely dependent on the travel distance to the nearest methadone provider from the PWID place of residence. PWID first decide to enroll in treatment and then repeatedly decide to continue treatment every 7 days, a duration chosen to reflect the average
frequency of clinic visits for the treatment over time. Average overall treatment duration for methadone is obtained from literature to be 150 days [35] and different urban and non-urban travel distance preferences to the nearest methadone provider are used by PWID to determine if they will or will not enroll in MOUD treatment (Table 1). The probability that a PWID will enroll in MOUD treatment is greater when the treatment travel distance is below the travel distance preference.

We define six different possible combinations of low, medium, and high travel distance preferences considering three urban/suburban distance preference combinations for each low, medium, high travel distance preference pair with a maximum travel distance preference, and three corresponding low, medium, and high travel distance preferences pairs with no maximum distance preference (Table 1). In the cases with maximum preferences, the individuals will not be able to access treatment if the provider is farther away than the maximum preferred travel distance.

To approximate reasonable geographic access, the travel distance in miles from zip code centroid to the nearest methadone provider is calculated using the sf package in R (version 4.0.2) [36]. Methadone treatment requires frequency of visits comparable to that of people’s grocery shopping (daily or weekly) [37,38], and travel distances of 1 mile (urban) and 10 miles (suburban/rural) areas is reasonable for community members, respectively, to their grocery stores. Because of the scarcity of methadone providers, we extend the urban reasonable travel distance preference to 2 miles. Published findings indicate that access to mental health treatment within 10 miles is associated with greater attendance in persons with OUD [39]. Accordingly, the travel distance preference of “reasonable geographic access” to the methadone provider is set at 2 miles, which approximates a 30-minute walking distance in urban areas, and for suburban and rural areas, the travel distance preference is set at 10 miles (Table 1).
As there is limited information on how geographic access affects individuals’ decision to seek treatment, an additional layer of uncertainty is introduced via penalties on individuals’ probability of getting treatment when the geographic travel distance exceeds the reasonable access distance preference but is below the maximum distance limit. If the travel distance exceeds the preference, the per-decision probability of treatment is lower (by a factor \( \theta \)) than if the PWID is closer to the provider. Since \( \theta \) is not easily estimated, values are chosen ranging from 60% to 90% for this study, which represents broad per-decision penalties for accessing locations beyond distance preferences. The base probabilities are calculated by using the distribution of the PWID agent population under the actual spatial distribution of methadone providers (see below) and under different preference scenarios to match the overall methadone treatment duration values. Each penalty level is combined with each of the six travel distance preference combinations in Table 1, resulting in 18 separate parameter combinations, or reasonable access assumptions.

**Spatial Distribution of Methadone Providers**

**MOUD Provider Data**

This study includes data on methadone maintenance MOUD providers in Chicago and the surrounding suburbs, which we define as the 298 zip codes from Cook County (i.e., the most populous county in Illinois and includes Chicago) and the five collar counties that border Cook, which are also the next five most populous counties in the state. We include providers beyond these boundaries for the state of Illinois to provide context in interpretation, though only perform simulations and evaluate scenarios within these boundaries. A total of 81 Illinois providers are identified by specifying “methadone maintenance” from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration (SAMHSA) Behavioral Health Treatment Service Locator (derived from the 2019 National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Service) [40].
Counterfactual Methadone Provider Spatial Distributions

To study how the spatial distribution of methadone providers affects syringe sharing behaviors among PWID, three counterfactual distributions are generated to spatially redistribute methadone provider locations. That is, the geographic locations of methadone providers are changed and re-evaluated for accessibility to those providers. In all scenarios, the total number of all methadone providers in Illinois are assumed to be constant (n = 81).

Spatially random: MOUD treatment locations are randomly distributed within the study area (298 zip codes in Cook and five collar counties) and other areas (1085 zip codes) in Illinois. The total number of modelled methadone providers in Illinois remain unchanged, only the location of these resources changes. This distribution provides a useful null hypothesis of spatial randomness that can be benchmarked against actual geographic distribution of resources, as well as alternate counterfactual distributions.

Need-based 1: Methadone provider locations are assigned proportionally to the adult population (age 18-39) within each zip code which results in more methadone providers assigned to zip codes with larger adult populations. The “largest remainder method” is used to calculate the number of methadone providers assigned to each zip code and to ensure that each area was assigned an integer number of methadone providers. Specifically, methadone providers are first allocated to each zip code proportional to the local at-risk population. The result for each zip code consists of an integer part plus a fractional remainder, or in some cases, only a fractional remainder. Each zip code is first allocated an integer number of providers. This leaves some providers unallocated. The zip codes are then ranked based on the fractional remainders: one additional methadone provider is added to the zip code areas ranking the highest until all providers are allocated.
Need-based 2: In this distribution, methadone providers are assigned proportionally to the total PWID population for each zip code (see Gutfraind et al. 2015 for PWID data) [27]. The difference between Need-based 1 and Need-based 2 is how the need for methadone within each zip code area is estimated. Need-based 2 is potentially more accurate as the PWID population likely represents a closer approximation for the need for methadone providers than an area’s entire adult population.

Figure 1 presents the locations of methadone providers across three counterfactual distributions. In general, the two Need-based counterfactual distributions are most like the real situation compared to the spatially random distribution.

Outcome: Syringe sharing

The reduction in annual syringe sharing events among PWID who are adherent to methadone treatment is investigated as the main outcome of interest of the simulation studies. Syringe sharing reduction and the relative risk of syringe sharing are calculated for each of the 18 reasonable access assumptions in each of the three counterfactual methadone provider distributions, along with the actual provider distribution. A baseline is first conducted to determine the number of syringe sharing events in each zip code when PWID have no awareness of methadone providers, and do not enroll in MOUD treatment. The baseline is not sensitive to provider distribution or travel distance preference since no MOUD treatment occurs.

For each combination of reasonable access assumption and provider distribution, the syringe sharing reduction metric is defined as the difference in the number of annual syringe sharing episodes in each zip code when PWID are aware of methadone providers, relative to the baseline. The HepCEP model is run for a 20-year period starting in 2010 through simulated year 2030. The total number of syringe sharing episodes in each zip code is tabulated only for year 2030, resulting in the metrics for annual syringe sharing reduction. The simulation time frame is based on the need to initialize the model.
using population data calibrated to year 2010, and to allow the model population and network dynamics to stabilize, as has been done in prior studies [22,24].

A total of 1,440 simulations were conducted using high-performance computing workflows implemented with the EMEWS framework [41]. The 1,440 runs include 20 stochastic replicates for each of the 72 parameter sets, where each parameter set corresponds to the four provider spatial distributions for each of the 18 reasonable access assumptions. We report the mean number of syringe sharing episodes across the 20 stochastic replicates. The simulation experiments were executed on the Bebop cluster run by the Laboratory Computing Resource Center at Argonne National Laboratory.

We aggregated the syringe sharing reduction metric across all zip codes to produce a single scalar metric for each of the 72 parameter sets. A “regret” score is calculated, defined as how many fewer syringe sharing episodes the scenario under consideration had compared to the best scenario under a particular reasonable access assumption. Finally, to capture robustness in the spatial strategies, i.e., adequate performance across reasonable access assumptions, the 75th-percentile of the regret score distribution is reported. To understand the effects that differences in syringe sharing densities across the zip codes might show, the analyses are repeated using the ratio of syringe sharing, i.e., the risk ratio, for each zip code.

**RESULTS**

Spatial access to methadone providers under different reasonable geographic access assumptions

Error! Reference source not found. provides a geographic illustration of whether each zip code’s minimum travel distance to a methadone provider is within the travel distance preference of reasonable geographic access, underlying different assumptions of what is the ideal distance to ensure accessibility. The first, second, and third row in Error! Reference source not found. corresponds to the low, middle, and high travel distance preferences, respectively in Table 1. For each travel distance preference (each
row in Error! Reference source not found.), the four figures (columns in Error! Reference source not found.) show each zip code’s accessibility to the nearest methadone provider under the actual spatial distribution of providers and three counterfactual spatial distributions.

Consistent with Figure 1, the two need-based distributions are more like the actual provider distribution, irrespective of the travel distance preference, indicating that the actual spatial distribution of methadone providers already reflects the local need for MOUD resources. However, comparing the actual distribution with the two need-based distributions, we identify areas where the need for methadone providers is high while the spatial access to methadone providers is limited. For example, some areas in South Chicago have high needs but few providers, and accessibility to methadone providers are improved in the two need-based counterfactual distributions.

Comparing across rows in Error! Reference source not found., more zip codes have better spatial access to methadone providers as we assume a higher travel distance preference (i.e., people are able and willing to travel longer distances). This preference does not account for transit barriers such as travel time and access to public transit infrastructures, vehicles, as well as the financial cost of transit. Under the low travel distance preference that likely reflects real-world barriers to transit, few areas have reasonable geographical access to methadone providers. Therefore, simply spatially redistributing providers may not provide better access to providers when the number of individual providers is limited.

Spatial distribution of syringe sharing reduction

Because the total number of methadone providers are fixed in this analysis, redistributing provider locations in the counterfactual distributions relative to the actual distribution leads to some areas having a higher reduction in syringe sharing episodes than others, while some areas showed an increase in the number of syringe sharing episodes. Figure shows the syringe sharing events reduction in each zip code under each reasonable access assumption for the actual distribution along with how the syringe
sharing reduction changes if the methadone providers are spatially redistributed in counterfactual distributions. Blue colored zip codes indicates that the counterfactual distribution has more reduction than the actual distribution (for the same zip code), while red colored zip codes indicate that the counterfactual distribution has less reduction than the actual distribution.

Comparing across different distributions, the syringe sharing reduction achieves the best result under the most optimistic reasonable access assumption conditions, which assumes the high travel distance preference, no travel distance maximum, and a penalty of 0.9 (see the first four maps in the last row in Figure). In this case, travel distance contributes the smallest effect in impacting the probability of continuing treatment or not. On the contrary, the last four maps in the first row (Figure) represent the most pessimistic reasonable access assumption conditions, which assumes the low travel distance preference with a maximum travel distance, and a high penalty of 0.6. As expected, the syringe sharing reduction is the lowest in this case.

Syringe sharing reduction under different provider distributions

Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the regret scores of annual reduction in syringe sharing episodes for each reasonable access assumption and spatial distribution of methadone providers. Each dot in Figure 3 represents the regret score for each of the 18 reasonable access assumptions, color coded by different assumptions of ideal geographical distance (See Appendix for Tables listing all these regret scores, along with syringe sharing reduction). Given the definition of regret scores, lower values represent a more ideal outcome (less regret), i.e., the closer the regret score is to 0 the more that the scenario under consideration is similar to the best scenario. Noticeably, the need-based 2 distribution performs better than the need-based 1 distribution when spatial access makes the most difference (i.e., low travel distance preference represented as orange dots), while the need-based 1 performs better than the need-based 2 distribution when spatial access makes a moderate to small impact (i.e., middle and high travel distance preference, represented as blue and green dots). Interestingly, the actual
distribution performs better than the need-based 2 distribution when assuming spatial access makes the least impact (i.e., high travel distance preference represented as green dots), while it performs much worse than both need-based distributions when assuming spatial access makes the most difference (i.e., low travel distance preference represented as orange dots). In all cases, the spatially random distribution generates the worst result.

**DISCUSSION**

Our agent-based model study of PWID from Chicago and the surrounding Illinois suburbs provides valuable insights into the development of future interventions to enhance MOUD treatment uptake by PWID. We found that the impact of the spatial distribution of methadone providers on syringe sharing frequency is dependent on assumptions of access. First, when there is a low travel distance preference for accessing methadone providers, meaning PWID populations are faced with significant structural barriers, distributing providers near areas that have the greatest need (defined by density of PWID) is optimal. However, this strategy also decreases access across suburban locales, posing even greater difficulty in regions with fewer transit options and providers. As such, without an adequate number of providers to give equitable coverage across the region, spatial distribution cannot be optimized to provide equitable access to all persons (and potential persons) with OUD. Policies that would expand geographic access to methadone maintenance treatment by making it available at pharmacies and/or federally qualified health centers may better meet the need of the population [42,43].

Second, the most optimal condition for a medium travel distance preference is a scenario based on allocating methadone providers by estimated PWID population density alone. Third, a salient finding is that the need-based 2 distribution performed better than other distributions in 14 out of 27 runs, or over half of the time. Ensuring providers are optimized in their locations closer to PWID populations was considered effective most of the time, when actual, true travel distance preferences are unknown. This
may be a vulnerable position, however, as shutting down even one location—or persons avoiding a location due to structural barriers (e.g., transit, stigma)—heightens the treatment provider scarcity, assuming a lower travel distance preference.

The PWID population in Chicago and the surrounding suburbs [44] and other urban areas [32] is well-characterized. Detailed and current knowledge on PWID demographics can be used to study how access to MOUD treatment providers can be improved over existing resource distributions, along with estimates of future needs due to shifts in PWID demographics and locations.

For all reasonable access assumptions and provider location distributions, redistributing methadone providers meant that some areas had worse access to MOUDs. There were no scenarios that exhibited zero areas with worse access, highlighting the scarcity of providers in the region as a major challenge. When mapping results, often more remote and less populated areas remained, reflecting the urban-rural accessibility challenges impacting populations in real life. For scenarios with larger tails, with some areas having significantly worse access, mobile treatment providers could be incorporated to target vulnerable populations.

Under scenarios with substantial uncertainties, particularly related to underlying individual behaviors that are difficult to observe, optimal interventions may not be the appropriate goal. Instead, robust interventions [26], which are specific interventions that perform well over a wide range of possible ground truths should be sought. Detailed, data-driven, agent-based models combined with the capacity for large-scale computational experimentation, can provide such analyses to support decision making under uncertainties, or when empirical data collection is costly or unethical.

Need-based counterfactuals were more similar to actual provider distributions than the spatially random scenario, suggesting some areas’ needs are being met. However, some geographic locales remain in high need of resources, as demonstrated by the need-based scenarios. McHenry county, in the northeastern part of the study area, is notable for having all or most of its zip codes characterized by
no access in all travel distance preference assumptions – despite a large adult and PWID population that needs it. Many nearby suburban counties likewise have a patchwork of access across travel distance preference assumptions. While some regions of Chicago have access to providers, more access on transit-connected northern and lake coastal sides of the city would better support populations who currently need, or may need, treatment.

Distributions of actual methadone providers was reasonably close to where populations needed it, though much less access to the MOUDs with the best results in reducing mortality. The low travel distance preference assumption highlights multiple, significant gaps in access across the Chicago and the surrounding counties. While this assumption may seem restrictive, it may be the most realistic. For example, 1- and 5-miles traveled in urban or suburban areas for a resource required daily or weekly is considered exceptionally reasonable in food access literature (where grocery stores may also be accessed weekly). This low travel distance preference assumption may also be optimistic because of additional social, economic, and structural barriers faced at opioid treatment programs providing methadone services, like cost and drug use stigma (experienced at the provider and/or neighborhood that it is located within).

**Limitations**

Our current results report only reductions in syringe sharing episodes for all combinations of reasonable access assumption and provider spatial distributions. Our previous work focused on reduction of new chronic HCV infection [2] in the PWID population; however, the current study did not show significant associated reductions in HCV infection in most zip codes, even as the number of syringe sharing episodes are reduced compared to baseline (data not shown). The most likely explanation is that since the current study does not implement HCV treatment and other harm reduction (e.g., syringe services),
simply reducing the syringe sharing frequency in a highly connected PWID network is not sufficient to eliminate new HCV infection without also reducing the disease incidence.

Second, the reported results include the annual reduction in syringe sharing for only a single simulation year. Time-varying trends in syringe sharing metrics were not investigated. Further, the PWID population is maintained at a constant size of 32,000 individuals for the course of the simulation. Although we model transient changes in PWID demographics as in previous studies [2,27], we believe that the PWID population size may be somewhat close to constant given that people who transition to MOUDs is balanced out by new initiates into IDU entering the population.
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Figure 1. Spatial access to methadone providers for the actual scenario and three counterfactual distribution scenarios, under varying travel distance preference assumptions. Each dot represents the location of a single methadone provider. City of Chicago and collar county borders are indicated. Spatial access to methadone providers is calculated as distance to nearest provider to the center of each zip code area; thus in the low travel distance preference assumption, zip codes areas are not identified as accessible if there is no provider within a mile of its geographic center.
Figure 2. Syringe sharing episode reduction by zip code for each scenario under each reasonable access assumption. Syringe sharing reduction in each zip code under each reasonable access assumption for the actual scenario along with how the syringe sharing reduction changes if the methadone providers are spatially redistributed in counterfactual scenarios. Blue colored zip codes indicate that the counterfactual scenario has more reduction than the actual scenario (for the same zip code), while red colored zip codes indicate that the counterfactual scenario has less reduction than the actual scenario.
Figure 3. Regret score of annual reduction in needle sharing by reasonable access assumption and spatial distribution of methadone providers. Each dot represents the regret score for each of the 18 reasonable access assumptions. The regret score is defined as how many fewer syringe sharing episodes the scenario under consideration had compared to the best scenario under a particular reasonable access assumption.
Table 1. Travel distance to methadone provider preferences used for reasonable geographic access assumptions. The table represents six different possible combinations of low, medium, and high travel distance preferences considering three urban/suburban distance preference combinations for each low, medium, high distance preference pair with a maximum distance limit, and three corresponding low, medium, and high distance preference pairs with no maximum distance limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel Distance Preference</th>
<th>Travel Distance to Methadone Provider (miles)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Maximum Distance Limit</td>
<td>No Maximum Distance Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Suburb/Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1 (max: 15)</td>
<td>5 (max: 60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2 (max: 15)</td>
<td>10 (max: 60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>5 (max: 15)</td>
<td>20 (max: 60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix

Table A1. Overall syringe sharing reduction and regret scores under for each reasonable access assumption under each scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Penalty</th>
<th>Max dist threshold</th>
<th>Needle sharing reduction</th>
<th>Best (max)</th>
<th>Regret score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>870K 429K 943K 1,013K</td>
<td>1,013K</td>
<td>1,013K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>870K 429K 943K 1,013K</td>
<td>1,013K</td>
<td>1,013K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>895K 488K 972K 1,043K</td>
<td>1,043K</td>
<td>1,043K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>902K 488K 972K 1,043K</td>
<td>1,043K</td>
<td>1,043K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>986K 656K 1,058K 1,077K</td>
<td>1,077K</td>
<td>1,077K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>986K 656K 1,058K 1,077K</td>
<td>1,077K</td>
<td>1,077K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,044K 713K 1,108K 1,050K</td>
<td>1,108K</td>
<td>941K 35K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,044K 713K 1,108K 1,050K</td>
<td>1,108K</td>
<td>941K 35K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,044K 713K 1,108K 1,050K</td>
<td>1,108K</td>
<td>941K 35K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,044K 713K 1,108K 1,050K</td>
<td>1,108K</td>
<td>941K 35K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,056K 823K 1,117K 1,079K</td>
<td>1,117K</td>
<td>117K 29K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/70</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,056K 823K 1,117K 1,079K</td>
<td>1,117K</td>
<td>117K 29K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,059K 807K 1,073K 1,042K</td>
<td>1,073K</td>
<td>141K 268K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,059K 807K 1,073K 1,042K</td>
<td>1,073K</td>
<td>141K 268K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,062K 826K 1,079K 1,052K</td>
<td>1,079K</td>
<td>179K 254K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,062K 826K 1,079K 1,052K</td>
<td>1,079K</td>
<td>179K 254K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,065K 894K 1,083K 1,060K</td>
<td>1,083K</td>
<td>185K 187K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,065K 894K 1,083K 1,060K</td>
<td>1,083K</td>
<td>185K 187K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1 shows the syringe sharing reduction outcome for each reasonable access scenario, along with regret scores. For example, when the ideal geographical travel distance preference is set to be low (i.e., 1 mile for urban and 5 miles for suburban), penalty equals to 0.6, and we do not set a maximum limit, Scenario 3 generates the most syringe sharing reduction (1,013K, see first row in Table A1). Accordingly, the regret score for each other scenario is the difference between their syringe sharing reduction result and Scenario 3. In this case, Scenario 1 generates the largest regret score, meaning we expect the syringe sharing reduction to be the lowest in this case. In the last row of Table A1, we report the 75th percentile of regret scores across each of the 18 reasonable access assumptions for each scenario, from which we observe that the two Need-based scenarios (Scenario 2 and Scenario 3) perform the best. Notably, the Actual scenario performs worse than the two Need-based scenarios but better than the Random scenario.
Table A2. Overall syringe sharing reduction relative risk and regret scores for each reasonable access assumption under each scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exp</th>
<th>Penalty</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>Best (min)</th>
<th>RS_Actual</th>
<th>RS_S1</th>
<th>RS_S2</th>
<th>RS_S3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No Max</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Max 15/60 miles</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2/10</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

75th percentile RS 0.055 0.219 0.029 0.020

Note: RS represents regret score.